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In the application 
economy, 
companies that 
build great software 
will own the 
future…

1990s

Waterfall-Native

2000s

Agile

2015

DevOps-Native



Over €12bn of 
investment in 
Fintech Startups
in 2015



#devops

#continuous

#software-supply-chain

That’s why 
companies don’t 
write software any 
more. 
They manufacture 
it...



Utilizing billions 

of parts from 

open source 

communities...
80% to 90% of modern apps 

consist of assembled components.



Unfortunately, 

not all parts are 

equal...

Some are healthy, some are not…

…and all go bad over time (like milk, not like wine).



Castles 

(and other Things) 

are Lurking… 8 years later, 

vulnerable versions 

of Bouncy Castle 

were downloaded…

CVE-2007-6721

CVSS Base Score: 

10.0 HIGH Impact 

Subscore: 10.0

Exploitability Subscore: 

10.0

2007 2015

5.7M times



Massive 

volume and 

variety of parts 

…and invisible 

dependencies.



How big is this 

problem?

Survey 3,000 

organisations

25,000 apps



Waterfall-native 

teams manage 

their software 

supply chain 

manually…



…and waste 

30% fixing 

mistakes that 

could have 

been avoided 

from the start. 



€7M
Estimated cost 

to remediate 

10% of defects 

across 2000 

applications.



DevOps-native 

teams automate 

and manufacture 

software from gold 

standard parts…



…and invest 30% 

more time 

delivering 

innovation.



“Open source components underpin all of 
our mission critical applications – therefore, 
we must ensure that we are using the 
highest quality components at every stage 
of the development cycle.”

Don Duet, Goldman Sachs

Co-head of Technology - 2016



Imagine if you 

could make 

software the same 

way Toyota makes 

cars. Automated

quality standards

Automated

controls

Dependable Supplier 

Relationships

Orderly recalls 

when necessaryGreater innovation 

with lower costs

Five star safety



Like these folks…



Say Hello to Software Supply Chain Automation

BUILDMANAGE RUNCONSUME

Assemble parts and 

manufacture apps 

faster at scale.

Organize, store and 

distribute highest 

quality parts. 

Tack precise location of 

every part with bill of 

materials. 

Identify and source 

the best parts from 

best suppliers.



BUILDMANAGE RUNCONSUME

Integrated with Your Favorite Tools



THE APPLICATION ECONOMY IS HERE
The way we build software has changed




